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Up a world, I'm mighty 
Will like the TERROR INSTEAD 
Aware I can see that I weep 

Know only much more 
Grasping within these eyes 
Dark desires lead to words 
That cut like knives 

Frozen in your tracks 
No remorse embrace the wreck 
Twisting down your spine 
Till the end of time 

It's fire and ice 
Make for sacrifice 
No one there to catch you when you fall 

It's shadows and sin 
Enemies within 
You'll be fine, so cross the line 
And tell me it all 

Slivering the shapes of nothing 

Yesterdays promises dying 
Oh, taken all that I need to bleed you 
Gonna bleed you! 

Try! 

Cut your throat 
Abandoned our hope 
Blood, morning, lusting for trail 
Break the trust from dawn to dust 
Bring down the curtains on your final act of betrayal 

Empty hands with coil 
Feel your blood begin to boil 
Tales and fames are doomed 
Violently consumed 
It's fire and ice 
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Make for sacrifice 
No one there to catch you when you fall 

It's shadows and sin 
Enemies within 
You'll be fine, so cross the line 
And tell me it all 

Virtue or vice 
Here to pay the price 
When there's no one to catch you when you fall 

So dare on your own! 

Gimme hot blood budding 
Infect and pollute all that's pure 
Oh, dare my own journey through 

Vengeance and fury 
Screaming on eye for an eye 
Flashing all in anger 
I curse the sky 

Demons saw me song 
First your ear and then the tongue 
Wear this mask on fire 
And burn, burn for all you desire 

It's fire and ice 
Make for sacrifice 
No one near will catch you when you fall 

It's shadows and sin 
Enemies within 
You'll be fine, so cross the line 
And tell me it all
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